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      Parent Fail!  
      Judges 14:1-20 
 
Parental problems are often rooted in theological error. We tend to 
neglect the truth that all people are sinners by nature, perhaps 
thinking that doesn’t apply to children. But they are young people, 
young sinners if you will, and God has given parents responsibility for 
correction and training. 
 
I.  The trouble with us KIDS. 
 

 A.  Sin manifested in SELFISHNESS, 14:1-2. 
 

 B.  Sin manifested in DEFIANCE, 14:3. 
 

 C.  Sin manifested in AUTONOMY, 14:7. 
 

 D.  Sin manifested in FOOLISHNESS, 14:12-18. 
 

 E.  Sin manifested in VENGEANCE, Judges 14:19. 
 
II.  The trouble with us PARENTS. 
 

 A.  An approach by APPEAL, 14:3. 
 

 B.  Unwillingness to STAND FIRM, 14:5, 10. 
 

 C.  Forcing external COMPLIANCE without nurturing  
the HEART. 
 
III.  The awesome work of GOD, 14:4. 
 

 A.  He has not FORSAKEN his people! 
 

 B.  He will use Samson’s willful behavior against their 
ENEMIES (16:28-30).  
 
God works in spite of parental failure and Samson’s poor character—
the divine perspective provides hope in the midst their imperfections 
and ours! But Samson is a tragic character, who unnecessarily 
experiences tremendous pain because of his sinful and foolish ways.  
Observe, ponder, and learn!   

 
 
 
 

Dr. George Sweeting (then Moody Bible Institute 
president) related a statement his own dad used 

when he needed to discipline his son: “You have to 
learn to obey me as your earthly father, so you will 

learn to obey your Heavenly Father.” Discuss this concept first as 
parents, then with your children. 

 
For Further Study, Thought, and Discussion: 
1.  Sinful behavior is first manifested in attitudes we sometimes 
mistakenly call “cute” in a little child.   
 --If you are a parent, what expressions of willful behavior 
(sin, rebellion) were first manifested in your kids? How old were 
they? 
 --How should parents respond when such attitudes are on 
display? What does the Scripture say about the need of a child’s 
heart in Proverbs 22:15? (Note: The “rod” is a symbol for corrective 
discipline and guidance, not necessarily or always physical 
punishment in nature. See Psalm 23:4.) 
 --Based on Proverbs 13:24 and 19:18, what is the most loving 
thing a parent can do for their child? 
 
2.  How will children learn to stand for what they know is right, when 
they are tempted by a friend to get involved in sinful (and allegedly 
“fun”) behavior?   

--How might the parenting style they have experienced from 
their parents impact this ability to stand?   

--As parents desiring positive outcomes for your child in the 
future, what must you do? 

 
3.  Often we look at Samson and other Biblical characters who are 
moral failures and focus on those immoral behaviors. But it is 
important to see the context—they are the result of a sin nature 
manifested much earlier in ways we may view as “less offensive.”  
Selfishness, autonomy, defiance, foolishness, vengeance, etc.   

--Is it common to address such areas of sin?   
--How do these become the path to moral failure when they 
go unchallenged? 

 


